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Study the words.

bump
to knock against or hit, often by accident
The boy accidentally bumped into the desk.

to make a forceful impact with something or
someone
Oh no, I just bumped into the car in front of
me.

to knock out of place
I bumped the vase off the table.

to move along with jerks or jolts
The tractor bumped along in the field.

stuck
to pierce or poke with a pointed object; stab
She stuck her finger on something sharp.

to fix into place by pushing the pointed end of
an object into something
She stuck a tack in the wall.

to attach with tape, paste, glue, or other similar
substance
She stuck the paper together with glue.

to be or become set or caught and unable to
move
The tractor wheels stuck in the muddy field.

question
a sentence that asks for a reply
I asked you a question. Can you please
respond?

a matter to be discussed
The members at the question of whether to
add more tennis courts at the club.

to express doubt about
The parents question their son’s decision not
to go to college.

any
one or some, no matter which or how many
You can pick any candy you want.

one or another; each and every
Draw a picture of any kitten.

even a very small amount of
I do not want any trouble.

at all; to a degree
Do you feel any better?
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Study the words.

sum
the number or amount that comes from adding
two or more numbers
The sum of two and two is four.

an amount of money that is not stated or
definite
The girl had made a large sum of money from
babysitting.

luck
the force believed to guide things which seem
to happen to a person by chance
My sister felt that it was more luck that skill
that she found a new job.

good fortune; success
Have you had luck in your search for the lost
dog?

hung
past tense of hang
to attach to a point above without support from
below
She hung a pair of curtains.

to put up or fasten
Let's hang this picture on that wall.

to be attached or connected to a point above
without support from below
The swing hung from a big branch.

upon
on
She placed her hand upon his head.

up and on, in a high position
The king sat upon his throne.

at the time or occasion of
We greeted the friends upon their arrival.

funny
causing laughter or amusement
My cousin is a funny guy. He makes us all
laugh.

strange or odd; unusual
There was a funny smell coming from my
bedroom.

friendly
welcoming and pleasant toward others
Our neighbour is always so friendly to us.

kind and helpful
The friendly waiter made our meal enjoyable.SAM
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Circle the word that has the same meaning.

1. success brought by chance

loss luck happy failure

2. one or some

whole part fraction any

3. causing laughter or amusement

funny serious wise usual

4. a particular amount of money

sum one part add

5. knock or run into someone

soothe cheer bump cry

6. attached to a wall

forget hung separate rise

7. sentence or phrase that asks you for information

exclaim answer reply question

8. kind and pleasant

bad cold friendly hurtful
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Lesson 11: Synonyms

Write down the word that has the same meaning.

1. dangling

2. collide

3. good fortune

4. comical

5. at the time of

6. asking for answer

7. welcoming

8. fastened

9. total

10. some

A. bump B. friendly C. funny D. question
E. any F. upon G. luck H. hung
I. sum J. stuck
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Circle the correct answer to each question.

1. What is the sum of two plus three?

four six

five three

2. What do we mean by the phrase: “good luck”?

as a greeting you hope someone will be successful

to help someone to tell someone off

3. What could you hang a swing from?

a rope a computer

a slide a sturdy tree branch

4. When might you get stuck in a traffic jam?

when everyone leaves for work and school during mid-morning

in the middle of the night during vacation

5. What does a friendly dog do?

he growls he snarls at you

he wags his tail he walks away
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Write the word that completes each sentence.

The tractor got __________ in the mud.

Do you have __________ books to read?

Did you answer his __________?

He __________ his head against the ceiling.

A thousand dollars is a large __________ of money.

He's __________ with all his classmates.

We thought the joke was __________.

I __________ my coat in the hall closet.

The jury has agreed __________ a verdict.

He had no __________ in finding work.

 question  sum  bumped  luck  stuck  hung  upon  any  funny  friendly
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